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Calm "Sean Connery voice".

"Blues scales", pedantic, as if at a music store.

"Blues scales", pedantic, as if at a music store.

Sinister evil whisper.
Lots of air.

Flirtatious "Sean Connery voice".

Perverted "Sean Connery voice".

With anticipation and very poor enunciation.
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With anticipation and very poor enunciation.

With anticipation and very poor enunciation.

Extra froggy and almost sleepy "Sean Connery voice".

Calm "Sean Connery voice"
but getting meaner and more angry on each repeat.

Very evil Satanic voice, but not loud.

Calm semi-evil low voice with lots of air, over-enunciate,
blend voice in with the strummed sound as much as possible such
\( \text{\textdagger} = \text{ca.63} \) that the voice and instruments are an indistinguishable mesh.

Strum a raucy chord with a very warm tone

Excited teenager voice
tap a tiny sound

Low with lots of air.

Low with lots of air.